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Abstract

Generating natural talking head motion is a challenging task due to the one-to-many nature of speech-to-motion mapping, the high dimensionality of RGB video, and the difficulty of modeling dynamic head poses. In this technical report, we propose a new approach to generating natural talking head motion that addresses these challenges. Our approach uses a diffusion model to generate a distribution of possible head poses, which is then conditioned on the given audio to produce a natural-looking talking head. We also use a face template to reduce the computational resources required to generate high-quality RGB videos. Finally, we employ long clue frames with spatio-temporal attention of transformer to generate natural long-term sequences of head poses. Our approach is able to generate dynamic head poses in the long term while accurately synchronizing mouth shapes with the given audio.

1 Introduction

Motion modeling is a challenging task, but Human Motion Diffusion Model (MDM) [16] has shown good performance with SMPL [10] and Diffusion Models [12]. Unlike body motion modeling, there is no annotated dataset for face motion. Therefore, we utilize 3DMM reconstruction network 3DDFA_v2 [5] with talking face video dataset VoxCeleb2 [2] and Celeb-Text [19]. This works well for unsupervised talking motion generation, but there are two problems for conditional generation with speech.

First, in-the-wild talking face video has biased speech distribution unlike GRID audio-visual speech corpus. To solve this problem, we utilize WHISPER to extract semantic speech features and concatenate them with melspectrograms from the LombardGrid dataset. For in-the-wild and high-quality generation, we also preprocess VFHQ and merge them as a combined dataset.

Second, the MotionDiffuse [20] architecture only has temporal attention because text and motion modalities have different lengths in general. To utilize spatial attention, we change our face template to facial landmarks and revise the attention block. We evaluate our method on VoxCeleb2 [2], LombardGrid [1], VFHQ [17], and in-the-wild data samples.
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Our results show that our method can generate high-quality talking motion with speech audio. We also show that our method can generate talking motion from in-the-wild data, which is a challenging task due to the bias in the speech distribution.

2 Related Works

2.1 Diffusion Models

Recent diffusion models have shown great performance and a wide range of applications. \[6, 12, 7, 15, 14\] Diffusion models learn the exact data distribution with exact likelihood \[12\], which is known to achieve better precision and recall than VAE \[8\] or GAN \[4\]. Unlike the Flow-based Model \[9\], diffusion models are not limited by architecture, so they can be widely used in various fields. In this study, we aim to address the one-to-many nature of speech-conditioned talking head motion generation by exploiting the ability of diffusion model to achieve fidelity and diversity simultaneously.

2.2 Talking Motion Modeling with Template Model

Previous work has explored the use of face templates for speech-to-motion generation. For example, FaceFormer \[3\] generated 3DMM-based talking motion in an auto-regressive manner using transformers. UniFLG \[11\] generated talking motion in Japanese based on facial landmarks. However, both methods were trained on limited datasets and had difficulty responding to in-the-wild speech.

In addition to speech-to-motion generation, researchers have also explored the use of face templates as an intermediate representation for speech-driven talking video generation. GeneFace \[18\] and IP_LAP \[22\] used facial landmarks, while SadTalker \[21\] used 3DMM. However, these studies were limited by the use of mostly static datasets, which hindered the generation of dynamic head poses.

3 Method

Our model builds upon ImprovedDDPM \[12\] following the MotionDiffuse \[20\]. The overview of the model architecture is shown in Figure 2. Each transformer block can use either spatial or temporal attention, as indicated by the S/T labels in the right detail box. The stylization block receives an additional embedding that is the sum of the time embedding and the temporally averaged condition embedding, such as the speech of the clue. The cross attention block uses each condition embedding

Figure 1: The Overview of Model Architecture.
individually, except for the clue spatial attention block, which uses the temporally last clue embedding for spatial attention.

The method we propose in this study differs from previous works in two key aspects. Firstly, our approach incorporates a diffusion transformer to effectively handle the one-to-many nature of speech-to-motion generation. By leveraging diffusion models, we are able to generate high-fidelity samples with enhanced diversity through the utilization of clue frames for next prediction, rather than relying on reference frames for lip region editing. Secondly, our model introduces the utilization of long clue frames instead of a single clue frame to extract motion hints. While previous works solely extracted appearance hints from a single clue frame, our model utilize the power of motion hints, enabling the generation of dynamic talking head motion.

4 Experiment

Figure 2: The GT and generated result of our model. The left is unsupervised 3DMM sequence generation and the right is speech conditional landmark sequence generation.

Unsupervised 3DMM Sequence Generation  The model is trained and tested on VoxCeleb2 dataset. In this setup, we utilize the self temporal attention block because there is no condition. More results can be found on https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1V24yKKAB8f4W1s5vLZ74-qUTQ2ysNCMX.

Speech Conditional Landmark Sequence Generation  The model is trained and tested on merged dataset of Lombardgrid and VFHQ dataset. We calculate the distance between upper lip and lower lip with landmark that we call lip distance. Then the difference of lip distance between GT and Generated is measured to check the alignment of speech and lip motion. The difference of lip distance was 0.014 for Lombardgrid and 0.020 for VFHQ. More results for Lombardgrid dataset can be found on https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BcvC1jzFfXzF6s_rMo2uxZeZgEJ. More results for VFHQ dataset can be found on https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1iVgXxgAAM_GHyTBo5ZF1GsvszegfA1nG.

5 Conclusion

This technical report introduces our proposal for talking head motion modeling using the diffusion transformer. We emphasize the importance of employing spatial-temporal attention in an effective manner, specifically by leveraging long clue frames, as a crucial aspect for achieving successful diffusion transformer training. We firmly believe that our findings can be extended to facilitate the generation of even more naturalistic talking head motion.
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